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From: David Vito
To: SALEMHCSCWE
Date: 2/18/04 8:51 AM
Subject: Recent info submitted by RI-2003-A-01 10 alleger and UCS

- SENSITIVE ALLEGATION INFORMATION -

- PROTECT APPROPRIATELY -

We should discuss this Issue at the Update ARB tomorrow.

Please see the attached recent information submitted by the alleger. Initially we did not have the
document to which she referred (an Ni review?). The document-in-question was later provided to Eileen

, b . A g• c~hb aum. It appears,. o h. rJgLgg L •so •te y e th tthe d oc u.... .rnt by

also not ob ous why the reviewwasdone -which-prompted the
development of the document. The ocument is an assessment of several Severity Level 1 Root Cause
Assessments and reaches a conclusion that there Is Inadequate accountability at all levels of site
management, and that his had been the cause of many recent problems at the facility. While I don't know
everything that has happened at the site over the past few years, it appears that many, if not all, of the SLI
RCA's referred to in the document relate to Issues already known by the NRC. In fact, for one Issue, the
author provided a previous comment made by NRC about the Issue, and for another issue, the document
specifically acknowledged that the issue was identified by the NRC. I ask that those with more knowledge
than me about these items, review the document, and give me a read on our awareness of issues
discussed therein and what our follow-up has been. It would appear to me that much of what is referred to
in this document are similar issues to those which helped form the basis for our 1/28/04 letter to the
licensee.

As you can see by the alleger's note has formed a conclusion, based o W eview of this singular
document, that the NRC should reco Isir shutting down all the =jn at Sam/HIC before someone is

&ed or a nuclear disaster happens.. s expecting feeback oil omments, so I need to get back to
U after I get some internal feedbaclorthe Ni document. So, a"ore, thanks in advance for

vyT&rprompt review and comments. Please bec.dy to discuss at the ARB tomorrow, so that Ioa _ h. w
formulate an appropriate e-mail in response tdl comments. My hope is that we can inform that we
are aware of the issues mentioned in the N1 do ument and that we wil incorporate this into our going
follow-up.

information in this record was deleted
in accordance with the Freedom of Itori"Uont
Act, exemptions 7,
FOIA- 0,00,,-1,
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From: Eileen Neff 6
To: A. Randolph Blough; Ernest Wilson; Glenn Meyer; Hubert J. Miller; Jeffrey Teator;
Scott Barber; Theodore Wingfield
Date: 2/17/04 9:18AM
Subject: Fwd: PSEG internal report-URGENT----PLEASE SHARE WITH HUB MILLER

I do not seem to have the document referred to In the alleger's email. Did she send it to anyone else?

CC: David Vito; Leanne Harrison; Sharon Johnson
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From:
To: "•DJV@nrc.gov>, <EXN1 @nrc.gov>
Date: 2/15/04 11:19PM
Subject: PSEG internal report--URGENT--...PLEASE SHARE WITH HUB MILLER

Dave and Eileen,

Last week I sent you a copy of an internal PSEG Nuclear document, a newly
written Level 1 Root Case Report on "Uncorrected Global and Interactive
Organizational & Programmatic Issues.' If you need another copy, let me know.

The report makes no mention of SCWE issues. Instead, it focuses on other
Issues plaguing the Salem and Hope Creek sites, Issues clearly within the
jurisdiction of the NRC.

While it is full of acronyms and somewhat difficult to follow, I read It
closely tonight. I wish I had read it in detail before now.

It basically says this:

1. Senior managers, managers and supervisors do not assure that site
activities are performed in accordance with PSEG Nuclear procedures.

2. Managers responsible for fixing organizational and programmatic (O&P)
problems cannot do so Decause ey nhave inadequa--t-k---d'--and inadequate
follow-through. Basically, they cannot 'fix" what they do not 'see.'

3. A lack of accountability is considered the "root cause" of many site
issues.

4. Management ineffectiveness, strategic errors in business plan execution
and lack of accountability Impact plant reliability, nuclear safety and
personnel safety---although the Impact Isn't specified In the report.

5. There Is failure to se and follow procedures AT ALL ORGANIZATIONAL
LEVELS--Includingant Managers, Vice Presidents, CNO, and abov<..

6. People rely on others to do a better job than they do themselves; as s
result there Is overconfidence, lack of thoroughness and attention to detail,
complacency, and lack of required double-checking (QV&V, self-checking,
Independent verification, etc.).

7. The list of technicaVnear-miss events cited in the report makes all of
the above clear, compelling, and in need of urgent attention.

When one looks at this report In total, and from a nontechnical vantage
point, the following could be said in summary.

1. The Salem/Hope Creek site is led, run and staffed by people who:

Do not follow procedures

Do not see problems
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Do not fix problems

Rely on others, not themselves, to be thorough and give
attention to details

(and those people relied upon rely on others
to be thorough---thus no one Is really being thorough and paying attention to
detalls!)

2. Things are getting worse, not better----'the frequency, number and
potential severity of human performance and equipment problems has increased over
the last 6 months.' The report says:

MANAGEMENT [WILL] BE RESPONSIBLE IF SOMEONE DIES OR IS
SERIOUSLY HURT.

SUPERVISION [IS] IRRESPONSIBLE, NEGLIGENT AND LEGALLY
RESPONSIBLE.

3. LUCK/GOOD FORTUNE/DIVINE PROVIDENCE Is the only thing saving the site
from a disastrous event.

This is a most damning report on SALEM/HOPE CREEK. It is current. It Is
written by a PSEG Nuclear employee with a lot of Integrity, insight, knowledge
and documentation.

I am concerned, and frankly scared, that all the NRC oversight in the world
cannot counteract the extent of these failings. Therefore, while well
intentioned, Hub Miller's promise to me that on-site NRC Inspectors will "step in if
necessary" to avert an unsafe act Is Inadequate and Insufficient. The failings
are so widespread that Inspectors cannot be replied upon to "catch
everything" that Is awry and potentially dangerous.

My 'read" is that this report basically says it Is only a matter of time
before someone is seriously hurt, killed, or a nuclear event happens.

Why Is the NRC allowing the Salem/Hope Creek units to be operated under such

conditions?

Why isn't the NRC taking the keys away?

One year ago, one of PSEG 's own Directors expected the NRC to take such
action.
And we have proof things are now worse, not better.

The report says the people who work at Salem/Hope Creek are Increasingly at
risk,
as is the general public.
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Please act....NOW....don't wait for some arbitrary deadline or company
report.
No matter what PSEG writes or tells you, these Issues are real. So are the
dangers they represent.

The NRC must exercise its responsibility and authority.

Further delays endanger all of us.

Act NOW.

MAKE 'SAFETY FIRST.'

Please.

I would appreciate hearing from each of you--and Hub Miller.

Thank you.

Kymn
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Dave and Eileen, Last week I sent you a copy of an Internal PSEG Nudear document, a
newly written Level 1 Root Case Report on "Uncorrected Global and Interactive
Organizational & Programmatic Issues." If you need another copy, let me know. The
report makes no mention of SCWE Issues. Instead, it focuses on other Issues plaguing
the Salem and Hope Creek sites, Issues clearly within the jurisdiction of the NRC. While
It is full of acronyms and somewhat difficult to follow, I read it closely tonight. I wish I
had read It In detail before now. It basically says this: 1. Senior managers, managers
and supervisors do not assure that site activities are performed In accordance with
PSEG Nuclear procedures. 2. Managers responsible for fixing organizational and
programmatic (O&P) problems cannot do so because they have "inadequate
knowledge" and inadequate follow-through. Basically, they cannot "fix" what they do
not "see." 3. A lack of accountability Is considered the "root cause" of many site
Issues. 4. Management Ineffectiveness, strategic errors in business plan execution and
lack of accountability Impact plant reliability, nuclear safety and personnel safety--
although the Impact isn't specified in the report. 5. There Is failure to use and follow
procedures AT ALL ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS--lnduding Riant Managers, Vice
Presidents, CNO, and above.-6. People rely on others to-o a better job than they do
themselves; as s result there is overconfidence, lack of thoroughness and attention to
detail, complacency, and lack of required double-checking (QV&V, self-checking,
Independent verification, etc.). 7. The list of technical/near-miss events cited In the
report makes all of the above dear, compelling, and In need of urgent attention.
When one looks at this report In total, and from a nontechnical vantage point, the
following could be said in summary: 1. The Salem/Hope Creek site is led, run and
staffed by people who: Do not follow procedures Do not see
problems Do not fix problems Rely on others, not
themselves, to be thorough and give attention to details (and
those people relied upon rely on others to be thorough---thus no one Is really being
thorough and paying attention to details!) 2. Things are getting worse, not better----
"the frequency, number and potential severity of human performance and equipment
problems has Increased over the last 6 months." The report says:

MANAGEMENT [WILL] BE RESPONSIBLE IF SOMEONE DIES OR IS
SERIOUSLY HURT. SUPERVISION [IS] IRRESPONSIBLE, NEGLIGENT AND
LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE. 3. LUCK/GOOD FORTUNE/DIVINE PROVIDENCE Is the
only thing saving the site from a disastrous event. This is a most damning
report on SALEM/HOPE CREEK. It is current. It Is written by a PSEG Nudear
employee with a lot of Integrity, Insight, knowledge and documentation. I am
concerned, and frankly scared, that all the NRC oversight In the world cannot
counteract the extent of these failings. Therefore, while well intentioned, Hub Miller's
promise to me that on-site NRC Inspectors will "step In If necessary" to avert an
unsafe act Is Inadequate and Insufficient. The failings are so widespread that
Inspectors cannot be replied upon to "catch everything" that is awry and potentially
dangerous. My "read" Is that this report basically says It Is onl a matter of fme
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before someone is seriously hurt killed, or a nuclear event happens. Why is
the NRC allowing the Salem/Hope Creek units to be
operated under such conditions? Why isn 't the NRC
taking the keys away? One year ao, one of PSEG

's own Directors expected the NRC to take such
action. And we have proof things are now worse,
not better. The reWort says the people who work at
Salem/Hope Creek are increasingly at risk, as is the
general public. Please act ....NOW.... don't wait for
some arbitrary deadline or company report. No

matter what PSEG writes or tells you, these issues
are real. So are the dangers they represent. The
NRC must exercise its responsibility and authority

Further delays endanger all of us. Act NOW. MAKE
'SAFETY FIRST'Please. I would ag from each of

you--and Hub Miller. Thank you. UAW
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Received: from Igate.nrc.gov
by nrcgwla.nrc.gov; Sun, 15 Feb 2004 23:18:47 -0500

Received: from lmo-rO6.mx.aol.com (Imo-r06.mx.aol.com [152.163.225.102])
by smtp-gateway ESMTPoa Id i1 G41Mdb01 9935;
Sun, 15 Fpjkiý?2 -0500 (EST)

Received: fro(
by imo-rW.mx.aol.com (mailout_v36_r4.14.) id f.92.37b85dc (4468);

From r.I.A~f 423:18:39 -0500 (EST)

Message-ID: <92.37b85 .2d619e9e@aoI.com>
Date: Sun, 15 Feb 2004 23:18:38 EST
Subject: PSEG Internal report--URGENT----PLEASE SHARE WITH HUB MILLER
To: DJV@nrc.gov, EXN1 @nrc.gov
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/altemative; boundary=--" ---- 1076905118"
X-Mailer 9.0 for Windows sub 5007

--------- 1076905118
Content-Type: text/plain; charset='US-ASCII"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dave and Eileen,

Last week I sent you a copy of an Internal PSEG Nuclear document, a newly
written Level 1 Root Case Report on "Uncorrected Global and Interactive
Organizational & Programmatic Issues." If you need another copy, let me know.

The report makes no mention of SCWE Issues. Instead, it focuses on other
Issues plaguing the Salem and Hope Creek sites, Issues clearly within the
jurisdiction of the NRC.

While It Is full of acronyms and somewhat difficult to follow, I read it

closely tonight. I wish I had read it in detail before now.

It basically says this:

1. Senior managers, managers and supervisors do not assure that site
activities are performed In accordance with PSEG Nuclear procedures.

2. Managers responsible for fixing organizational and programmatic (O&P)
problems cannot do so because they have "inadequate knowledge* and inadequate
follow-through. Basically, they cannot "fix" what they do not "see.'

3. A lack of accountability Is considered the 'root cause" of many site
Issues.

4. Management Ineffectiveness, strategic errors In business plan execution
and lack of accountability Impact plant reliability, nuclear safety and
personnel safety-although the Impact Isn't specified In the report.

5. There Is failurejp use and follow procedures AT ALL ORGANIZATIQNAL
LEVELS-includinglant Managers, Vice Presidents, CNO, and abovq

6. People rely on others to do a better job than they do themselves; as s
result there Is overconfidence, lack of thoroughness and attention to detail,
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complacency, and lack of required double-checking (QV&V, self-checking,
Independent verification, etc.).

7. The list of technical/near-miss events cited in the report makes all of
the above clear, compelling, and in need of urgent attention.

When one looks at this report In total, and from a nontechnical vantage
point, the following could be said in summary-

1. The Salem/Hope Creek site is led, run and staffed by people who:

Do not follow procedures

Do not see problems

Do not fix problems

Rely on others, not themselves, to be thorough and give
attention to details

(and those people relied upon rely on others
to be thorough---thus no one Is really being thorough and paying attention to
detailsl)

2. Things are getting worse, not better---the frequency, number and
potential severity of human performance and equipment problems has increased over
the last 6 months.' The report says:

MANAGEMENT [WILL] BE RESPONSIBLE IF SOMEONE DIES OR IS
SERIOUSLY HURT.

SUPERVISION [IS] IRRESPONSIBLE, NEGLIGENT AND LEGALLY
RESPONSIBLE.

3. LUCK/GOOD FORTUNE/DIVINE PROVIDENCE is the only thing saving the site
from a disastrous event.

This Is a most damning report on SALEM/HOPE CREEK. It Is current. It is
written by a PSEG Nuclear employee with a lot of Integrity, Insight, knowledge
and documentation.

I am concemed, and frankly scared, that all the NRC oversight in the world
cannot counteract the extent of these failings. Therefore, while well
Intentioned, Hub Millers promise to me that on-site NRC Inspectors will 'step in if
necessary' to avert an unsafe act is inadequate and Insufficient. The failings
are so widespread that Inspectors cannot be replied upon to "catch



everything" that Is awry and potentially dangerous.

My "read Is that this report basically says it is only a matter of time
before someone Is seriously hurt, killed, or a nuclear event happens.

Why is the NRC allowing the Salem/Hope Creek units to be operated under such
conditions?

Why isn't the NRC taking the keys away?

One year ago, one of PSEG 's own Directors expected the NRC to take such
action.
And we have proof things are now worse, not better.

The report says the people who work at Salem/Hope Creek are Increasingly at
risk,
as is the general public.

Please act....NOW....don't wait for some arbitrary deadline or company
report.
No matter what PSEG writes or tells you, these Issues are real. So are the
dangers they represent.

The NRC must exercise its responsibility and authority.

Further delays endanger all of us.

Act NOW.

MAKE 'SAFETY FIRST.'

Please.

I would appreciate hearing from each of you--and Hub Miller.

------- 1076905118
Content-Type: text/html; charset='US-ASCII"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<HTML><HEAD>
<META charset=US-ASCII http-equiv=Content-Type content='text/html; cha
rset=US-ASCII'>
<META content='MSHTML 6.00.2800.1276' name=GENERATOR></HEAD>
<BODY style='FONT-SIZE: 10pt; FONT-FAMILY: Aral; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #fffff
f.>
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<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3>Dave and Eileen,</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3>Last week I sent you a copy of an internal
PSEG Nuclear document, a newly written Level 1 Root Case Report&nbsp;on "Un

corrected Global and Interactive Organizational &amp; Programmatic&nbsp;lssu
es."&nbsp; If you need another copy, let me know.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3>The report makes no mention of SCWE issues
.&nbsp; Instead, It focuses on other Issues plaguing the Salem and Hope Cree
k sites, issues clearly within the jurisdiction of the NRC.</FONT><IDIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3>While it is full of acronyms and somewhat
difficult to follow, I read it closely tonight.&nbsp; I wish I had read It I
n detail before now.<dFONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3>lt basically says this:</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3></FONT>&nbsp;<4DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3>1.&nbsp; Senior managers, managers and sup
ervisors do not assure that site activities are performed in accordance with
PSEG Nuclear procedures.<JFONT></DIV>

<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3></FONT>&nbsp;<.DIV>
<DIVx<FONT face=Tahoma stze-3>2.&nbsp; Managers responsible for fixing o
rganlzational and programmatic (O&amp;P) problems cannot do so because they
have inadequate knowledge"&nbsp; and Inadequate follow-through.&nbsp; Basic
ally, they cannot *fix* what they do not "see.0</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>-FONT face=Tahoma slze--3><1FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3>3.&nbsp; A lack of accountability is consl
dered the 'root cause" of many site issues.</FONT><JDIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma stze=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3>4.&nbsp; Management ineffectiveness, strat
egic errors In business plan execution and lack of accountability Impact pla
nt reliability, nuclear safety and personnel safety---although the Impact Is
n't specified In the reporLt<FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3></FONT>&nbsp;4DIV>
4jIV><FONT face=Tahoma sIze=3>5.&nbsp; Therq is failure to use and folio

procedures AT <U><STRONG>ALL</STRONG.>&> ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS-including
Vnt Managers, Vice Presidents, CNO, and abovo. FONT></DIV>

><FONT face=Tahoma size=3><dFONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3>6.&nbsp; People rely on others to do a bet
ter job than they do themselves; as s result there Is overconfidence, lack o
f thoroughness and attention to detail, complacency, and lack of required do
uble-checking (OV&amp;V, self-checking, Independent verification, etc.).</FO
NT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size--3>7.&nbsp; The list of technical/near-miss e
vents cited in the report makes all of the above clear, compelling, and In n
eed of urgent attention.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3>4FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size--3>When one looks at this report in total, an
d from a nontechnical vantage point, the following could be said in summary.
</FONT><jDIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma sIze=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size--3>1.&nbsp;&nbsp; <STRONG>The Salem/Hope Cree
k site is led, run and staffed by people who:4STRONG></FONT></DIV>
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cDIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size--3>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<STRONG>Do not f
ollow procedures</STRONG><IFONT><4DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma siza=3><STRONG>4STRONG></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3><STRONG>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Do not s
ee problems</STRONG></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3><STRONG></STRONG><,FONT>&nbsp;<IDIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=-3><STRONG>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Do not fix pr
obIems<1STRONG></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=-3><STRONG></STRONG></FONT>&nbsp;<JDIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=-3><STRONG>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Rely on
others, not themselves, to be thorough and give attention to details 4STRON
G></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; (and those people relied upon rely on othe
rs to be thorough--thus no one Is really being thorough and paying attentio
n to detailsl)<4FONT></DIV>
<DIV>xFONT face=Tahoma sIze=3></FONT>&nbsp;.<DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma sIze=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
cDIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3><4FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3>2.&nbsp;&nbsp; <STRONG>Things are getting
worse, not better<4STRONG>--the frequency, number and potential severity
of human performance and equipment problems has Increased over the last 6 mo
nths.4&nbsp; The report says:</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=-3>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<STRONG>&nbsp;MANAGEMENT [WI
LL] BE RESPONSIBLE IF SOMEONE&nbsp;DIES OR IS SERIOUSLY HURT.<ISTRONG><4FONT
><4DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=-3><STRONG><4STRONG></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3><STRONG>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</STRONG></FON
T><FONT face=Tahoma size=3><STRONG>SUPERVISION [IS] IRRESPONSIBLE, NEGU
GENT AND LEGALLY RESPONSIBLE.</STRONG><-FONT><4DIV>
<DIV><STRONG><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3></FONT></STRONG>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><STRONG><FONT face=Tahoma slze=-3><4FONT></STRONG>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3><STRONG></STRONG></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3>3.&nbsp; <STRONG>LUCK/GOOD FORTUNE/DIVINE
PROVIDENCE</STRONG> Is the only thing saving the site from a disastrous even
t.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3></FONT>&nbsp;<JDIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIVx<FONT face=Tahoma slze=3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV>xFONT face=Tahoma sIze=3><EM><STRONG><FONT size=4>This Is a most&
nbsp;damning report on SALEM/HOPE CREEK.<FONT></STRONG></EM>&nbsp; It Is cu
rrent.&nbsp; It is written by a PSEG Nuclear employee with a lot of integrit
y, Insight, knowledge and documentation.&nbsp; </FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3></FONT>&nbsp;<JlVW
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3><4FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=-3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>



<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3><STRONG>I am concerned, and frankly scared
, that all the NRC oversight in the world cannot counteract the extent of th
ese falflngs.&nbsp; Therefore, while well Intentioned, Hub Millers promise
to me that&nbsp;on-site NRC Inspectors will "step In If necessary" to avert
an unsafe act Is Inadequate and Insufflclent.&nbsp; The failings are so wide
spread that Inspectors cannot be replied upon to "catch everything" that is
awry and potentially dangerous.</STRONG></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3><STRONG></STRONG></FONT>&nbsp;</DiV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3><STRONG><EM>My 'read' is that this report
basically says <U>it Is only a matter of time</U> before someone is senousl
y hurt, killed, or a nuclear event happens.&nbsp; <JEM></STRONG></FONT></DIV

<DIV><STRONG><EM><FONT face=Tahoma size=3></FONT></EM></STRONG>&nbsp;</D
IV>
<DIV aiign=center><STRONG><EM><FONT face=Tahoma size=5><U>Why is the N
RC aflowing&nbsp;the Salem/Hope Creek units to be operated under such condit
ions?</U></FONT></EM></STRONG></DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5></FONT></U><
/EM></STRONGQ&nbsp;.JDIV>
<DIV arign=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5>Why Isn't th
e NRC taking&nbsp;the keys away?-/FONT></U><IEM></STRONG></DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5></FONT></U><
/EM></STRONG>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5>One year ago
, one of PSEG 'a own Directors expected the NRC to take such action.&nbsp; <
/FONT><AJ></EM></STRONG></DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5>And we have
proof things are now&nbspworse, not better.<4FONT></U></EM>./STRONG></DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5></FONT><dU><
/EM></STRONG>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV aiign=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=-Tahoma size=5>The report s
ays the people who work at Salem/Hope Creek are Increasingly at risk,</FONT>
</U></EM>4STRONG></DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM>.U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5>as Is the ge
neral pubflc.<4FONT></U></EM></STRONG><IDIV>
<DIV allgn=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5></FONT></U><
/EM></STRONG>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=-Tahoma size=5>Piease act..
..NOW....don't wait for some arbitrary deadline or company report.&nbsp; <4F
ONT></U><IEM></STRONG></DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size--5>No matter wh
at PSEG writes or tells you, these Issues are real.&nbsp; So are the dangers
they represent.</FONT><AJ><dEM><4STRONG><.DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=-Tahoma sIze=5></FONT></U><
/EM></STRONG>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV aiign=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size--5>The NRC must
exercise its responsibility and authodty.&nbsp; <IFONT>4U></EM></STRONG><

/DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size--5></FONT></U><
/EM></STRONG>&nbsp;<.jDIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=-Tahoma size=5>Further dela
ys endanger all of us.</FONT></U></EM></STRONG><4DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5></FONT></U><
/EM></STRONG>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5>Act NOW.</FO
NT></U><4EM></STRONG></DIV>



<DIV arlgn=center>.cSTRONG>.<EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma sIze=5>41FONTh-dU><
IEM>4ISTRONG>&nbsp;<dDIV>
<DIV allgn=centern<STRONG><EM><U>cFONT face=Tahoma slze--5>MAKE 'SAFETY
FIRST.'rJFONT><ciU,4EM>4ISTRONG>4/DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM>cU><FONT face=-Tahoma size=5>4/FONT>4VU><
1EM><ISTRONG>&nbsp;cJDIV>
<DIV aflgn--center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5>Pleasex4FON
T><4U><EM><1STRONG><4DIV>
<cDIV align=center <STRONG,"<EM>-cU><cFONT face=Tahoma size=5>4fFONT>rAJU>
/EM>.4STRONG>&nbsp;<4DIV>
<DIV align=center><STRONG><EM><U><FONT face=Tahoma size=5></FONT>.rJU><
/EM>4ISTRONG>&nbsp;<JDIV>
<OIV>cFONT face=Tahoma sIze=-3-><STRONG>I would appreciate hearing from ea.
ch of you-and Hub Miller.4STRONG><4FONT,.JDIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma slze--3ý.<STRONG>4ISTRONG>c/FONT>&nbsp;4IDIV>
<DlV><FONT face=Tahoma sIze=32.<STRONG>Thank youx4STRONG>-JFONT>cJDlV>
<DIVW<FONT faoe=Tahoma slze=3><STRON j:-ST NG>cIFONT>&nbsp;.tDIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Tahoma size=3>-c<STRON mn TRONG></FONT>4DIV>
<DI V><FONT face=-Tahoma alze=3>cSTRON> N bsp;<4DIV>
<DI Vz.FONT tace=Tahoma size--3><STRON nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; nbsp;&nbsp;,&nbsp,; n sp;&nbsp;&nb
sp; rJSTRONG></FONT,-c/DIV>
<DI Vzr<FONT face=Tahoma slze--3><STRONG>4(STRONG><IFONT>&nbsp;4/DIV>
<DlV><FONT face=Tatioma size=3><STRONG>cISTRONG>-FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DI V>cFONT tace=Tahoma size=-3><FONT>&nbsp;<4DIV>,.
<DI V>cFONT face=Tahoma slze=3>.&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;,&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;,&nbsp; cIFONT></DIV>
<DI V,-FONT tace=Tahoma slze=3>4JFONT>&nbsp;4DIW.
<DIV>cFONT Iang=O face--Tahoma slze=3 FAMILY=ISANSSERIF" PTSIZE=*10
'><FONT>.&nbsp;4/DIV>.o'BODY>~-ITMb.
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A. Randolph Blough; David Vito; Ernest Wilson; Glenn Meyer, Hubert J. Miller,

Jeffrey Teator; Leanne Harrison; Scott Barber; Sharon Johnson; Theodore Wingfield
2M17/04 10:42AM
Fwd: PSEG report
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From: "Dave Lochbaum" <dlochbaum @ ucsusa.org>
To: <exn 1 @ nrc.gov>
Date: 2/17/04 10:36AM
Subject: PSEG report

Hello Ms. Neff:

tymn Harvin-asked me to send along this PSEG report.

Thanks,

Dave Lochbaum
Nuclear Safety Engineer
Union of Concerned Scientists
1707 H Street NW Suite 600
Washington, DC 20006-3962
(202) 223-6133 x1 13
(202) 223-6162 fax

Make your voice heard on important environmental and
security issues. Join the Union of Concerned Scientists
Action Network at www.ucsaction.org.
Its quick, easy, and FREE.
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Uncorrected Global and Interactive O&P Issues

1. Description of Condition:

There are global and Interactive Organizational & Programmatic (O&P) Issues that are identified
as primary (root) causal factors In most of the recent SL-1 Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
evaluations. An Inadequate Accountability System is the primary (root) causal factor to
significant events that have been evaluated under SL-1 RCAs. See Item 7, for explanation, bases
and cited SL-1 s.

For those RCAs evaluated, they are being addressed as a local Issue only. This N1 explains the
Issue and should be closed out to SL-1 70033541, as a CRCA, to address these O&P causal
factors on a global (site-wide) basis. There Is no need to evaluate this N1 under a separate CR
order, as conditions, causes, and corrective actions have been addressed under prior completed
SL-1ls and those in progress as described In item 7, below.

These are crosscutting O&P Issues that are evidenced within and between every PSEG-Nuclear
organization and work group. For each significant Incident or event, the outcome is different (in
terms of potential or actual SSC or plant consequence(s)); however, the cause is the same.

2. Safety Impact:
There is no direct SSC Impact or to the safety or reliability of plant operations and/or personnel
safety, at this time. Uncorrected, these global O&P causal factors have the potential to Impact
safety and reliability.

3. Requirement Not Met:
NAP-5, Section 3.0 Responsibilities, 'senior managers, managers and supervisors to assure
that site activities are performed In accordance with PSEG Nuclear procedures.' And
WMAP-2, section 3.6., managers are responsible for 'conducting analysis of O&P trend data
and take appropriate action to fix or prevent the condition identified and to Improve
performance.' The uncorrected global factors Identified may also involve violations of
10CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion V. to follow established procedures and Criterion XVI,
Corrective Action.

4. Causes:
PSEG Management Team had inadequate knowledge of Global O&P Issues and, as such,
they were not corrected. The Management Team did not require appropriate and correct
O&P identification, analysis nor corrective actions for many prior SL-1 (RCA) evaluations. As
such, adequate trending of these Issues was not performed and effectiveness of prior actions
was not determined through validation.

5. Actions Taken:
Performed common and collective analysis of prior SL-ls (item 7) and Initiated this N1 to:

A. Identify that there are uncorrected Global and Interactive O&P Issues,
B. Identify the primary (root) O&P causal factors, and
C. Take a CRCA (under SL-1 70033541) to work with the new Management Team

to correct these issues.

Discussed this issue with SL-1 70033541 EVAL manager (the Maintenance Manager-Hope
Creek) and the new Superintendent-Plant Support.

As this is a common station Issue, contacted both stations' OS personnel to report this SL-1
N1, prior to taking it from the PREUM status to that of CRTD.

6. Actions & Assignment of Responsibility to correct this issue:
Assign this Ni to Work Center C-SSS08.
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Close this SL-1 NI out to SL-1 CR 70033541 and SWIM should notify this N1 Initiator
(NUACT) at extension 1340.
Upon this Ni's allocation to 70033541, NUACT will create a CRCA to communicate this Issue

to the PSEG Management Team (through an E-mail using the manager's and supervisor's
distnrbution lists) and will attach a memo for their use In Implementing site-wide Accountability in
work practices, work products and transfer of adequate and correct products to the next
program, process and work group.

Analysis supporting this SL-i

7. Explanation, Bases & SL-1 RCAs:

An inadequate Accountability System is the primary (root) causal factor to significant events
that have been evaluated under SL-1 RCAs.

These two (2) global and interactive O&P primary (root) causal factors result In significant events:

Management Ineffectiveness, strategic error in business plan execution, Inadequate
Accountability:
Organization-to-Organizational Deficiencies In Accountability:

These O&P factors result In the following; and they Impact plant reliability, nuclear safety
or personnel safety, and/or the design and licensing bases of our plants. The outcome
also prevents meeting business goals.

* Failure to use and follow procedures at all organizational levels; and

* Inadequate work products are turned over from one Program/Process to another, and from one

individual to another, until all of the barriers have been breached and a consequence occurs.
There is no 100% Accountability within work groups to produce quality products; and there Is no
100% Accountability at each Interface (program, process and individual). Dependence and
complacency occurs as a result leading to consequence.

Note:

"Dependency" means that there was complete or too much reliance on the proper, correct

or procedurally specified performance of some other program, process, and/or respected
department or individual. From this, complacency Is Its resultant and naturally derived
behavior. This term does NOT mean Intentional Inadequate care or no concern for the
safety of others or plant equipmenL Complacency does mean that given an over-reliance
on another's performance, there Is; little perceived need for concern, there is
overconfidence and less diligence to work detail and thoroughness, a lack of following the
program/process, and required checking (Independent and self-checklnglQV&V) Is usually
not performed. These Dependence/Complacency factors serve as strong and over-riding
performance shaping factors within and at each Interface In programs, processes and
work groups.

Bases and cited SL-ls:

70027584, Ineffective Corrective Action
* Orcanizational and Proarammatic Issues
" Inadequate management control to assure quality evaluations and effective actions
* At all organizational levels, personnel fall to use and follow the WMAP procedural

requirements to assure quality and effectiveness of CAP EVALs and CRCAs
• NRC cites, "untimely corrective action, fix does not stick, or wrong fix".
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70026001, 115VAC cable cut while still energized resulting In loss of the 11 Essential Controls
Inverter and fire protection system affected. [ Appendix R (Firewrap) Project work 1.

* Organizational and Programmatic Issues:
• Inadequate DCP Instructions were transferred from program/process and work group to

another until the consequence resulted.
" There is Inadequate lateral Integration between the DCP preparation, Work

Management (Planning & Scheduling) and Safety Tagging Processes. The DCP
work scope as it relates to equipment needing to be de-energized Is not clearly
communicated through the planning, scheduling, work clearance, and field Installation
areas.

70028106, 1PR2, Pressurizer PORV, Reassembled Without Spacer Resulting in RCS Leakage &
Pressure Drop

" Organizational and Programmatic Issues:
" Inadequate Accountability System & Org-to-Org Accountability for PMT:

"With respect to the 1 PR2 spacer not being Installed, the Root Cause was attnrbuted to
Inadequate Work Practices. There is a global PSEG-Nuclear issue of Inadequate work practices
involving not using nor following established procedures."

" Technicians did not have, use or follow the procedure during 1 PR2 reassembly.
* Technicians did not install the 1 PR2 spacer as required by procedure.
" The technician Initialed, as completed, a step that was not performed

" Maintenance Supervisor assigned unqualified craft to work the 1 PRI PORV.

• AOV diagnostic (AirCEt) testing as a Post-Maintenance Test (PMT),was only specified
and conducted for 1 PR1 and not for 1 PR2.

70026521, Repeat Event- B FRVS Controller Setpoint Not at Required Setting (NRC found)
* Orcianizational and Programmatic Issues:

I Inadequate Accountability System
* technicians initialed (signed) that they had recorded the as-found set point value, although

it was not recorded anywhere In the procedure.
* This also ties into the global O&P Issue of failure to follow established procedures.

70032416, Repeat Adverse Trend-Scheduled LCO Window Durations
• Organizational and Programmatic Issues:
* Cross-cutting organization-to-organization Accountability Issue:
* Planning & Scheduling does not assure scope freeze lAW WMAP-1; many additions are

made In T-2 and many in T-0;this significantly Impacts short-term LCO durations
* Inadequate WO tagging was Identified In 4 of the 10 EDG LCO examples
* Supply Chain (SCM) many times had provided incorrect or defective parts;
" Walkdowns may not have been/or not adequately performed by SWIM and/or

Maintenance
" Or when Maintenance picks up parts to pre-stage them, all components or parts may not

be available from SCM
* Operations does not assure that safety related SSCs are declared Inoperable and tagged

In a timely and coordinated manner to support actual maintenance work start times
* Maintenance may not have adequate knowledge of work scope (do not consistently

attend T-week meetings or assign work to craft or shift unfamiliar with work scope or its
status)

* Maintenance may not be able to start or complete work due to wrong or defective parts
* Maintenance may not have adequate resources, to do the work
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" Engineering has not trended equipment performance to Identify scope or PMT problems
" Engineering has not demonstrated field presence during critical LCO PM/CM or PMTs
" Operations sometimes is not timely (gaps not supported) on the back-end, i.e., In

releasing tags and declaring the SSC operable; this occurs in short-term LOOs
" The above all have procedural requirements that have not been met.
" SCM, SWIM, Operations, and Maintenance failed to follow WMAP-1 to minimize critical

SSCs' unavailability and meet scheduled LCO windows durations. Collectively, this
results In Incremental risk and impact upon the safety related functions of Mitigation
Systems (NRC Reactor Safety Cornerstone No. 2).

70033541, A Rx Recirc MG set vent fan trip and B failed to auto-start - Pwr reduction to 93%
a Oraanlzational and Programmatic Issues:
0 Cross-cutting organization-to-organizatIon Accountability Issue:
* Supply Chain (SCM) provided Incorrect parts (mismatched drive belt sets)
0 Maintenance installed mismatched drive belt sets
0 SWIM, Mechanical Maint., & 12-hour shift fail to Identify wrong procedure
* Maint. closed WO with Operations retest unsatisfactory
* Engineering trending and field presence of fan performance was nonexistent
a The above all have procedural requirements that were not met.

Problems with establishing accountability:
There Is a global Issue of personnel not using or following procedures, programs or policies;
and this occurs at ll organizational levels.

The frequency, number and potential severity of human performance and equipment
problems has increased over the last six (6) months. If the undesired outcome involves a
significanl and debilitating personnel Injury or fatality, management may incur vicarious
liability, i.e., by failing to address low level performance problems, supervision may be found
irresponsible, negligent and legally responsible.

Managers and supervisors have difficulty transitioning from verbal coaching and counseling to
using the MARC checklists and writing memos to file. Many times, they do neither of these
things, or use a checklist or rough notes and forget to file them.

Management Action Response Checklists (MARC) do not have standard memos that may be
electronically edited for managers and supervisors to use In an easy, successful and
consistent manner.

As such, on 10/16/02, this N1 initiator created an Accountability Memo that may be used by
any supervisory management level. It will be transmitted for PSEG-Nuclear Management
Team use as part of the CRCA that Implements this N1 action.

Comments or questions may be addressed to A. Carolyn Taylor, Plant Support's Root Cause
and Advanced O&P analysis expert, at extension 1340.

End of NI Report.
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